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Once more, dear reader, I put on my hazmat suit and enter the
fake world where SARS-Cov2 exists, the Delta Variant exists,
the test is meaningful, the case numbers are real, and the
vaccine makes sense. These are all lies, as I’ve been proving
for the past year, but even within the fake world of those
lies, the experts can’t keep their stories straight; they
contradict themselves, they expose their own fabrications, and
they  try  to  cover  up  those  exposures  with  new  pathetic
fabrications. Here we go:

RT, July 30 [1]: “The CDC has released a study backing up its
decision to recommend indoor masking for both vaccinated and
unvaccinated Americans. The study examined one outbreak and
found  three-quarters  of  people  testing  positive  were
vaccinated.”

“The CDC released that evidence on Friday. In a study of 469
cases of Covid-19 that broke out in the resort town of Cape
Cod, Massachusetts, earlier this month, 74% occurred in ‘fully
vaccinated persons.’ Four out of five patients hospitalized
were  fully  vaccinated,  and  on  average  the  inoculated  had
completed  their  two  rounds  of  doses  only  86  days  before
infection.”
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Oops.

“Lab testing revealed that 90% of all the Cape Cod infections
involved the Delta variant of the coronavirus.”

Oops again. So fully vaccinated people are infected with the
Delta Variant.

“The  study  appears  to  negate  the  argument  by  top  health
officials that unvaccinated Americans are responsible for the
fourfold rise in Covid-19 cases in the US since June. ‘This is
an issue predominantly among the unvaccinated, which is the
reason why we’re out there, practically pleading with the
unvaccinated people to go out and get vaccinated,’ White House
coronavirus adviser [and psychopathic liar] Dr. Anthony Fauci
told CNN on Sunday, adding that the US is currently moving ‘in
the wrong direction’ with regard to stamping out Covid-19.”

Yet another oops.

“The  [CDC]  report  lends  weight  to  the  argument  that  the
current crop of vaccines aren’t as effective against the Delta
variant, although the CDC and World Health Organization (WHO)
both  insist  that  vaccination  is  effective  against  ‘severe
disease and death’ from the virus, to quote WHO technical lead
Maria Van Kerkhove in a briefing earlier on Friday.”

More  nonsense.  As  I’ve  been  reporting  for  months,  the  3
clinical trials of the major COVID vaccines were DESIGNED to
only prove the vaccine could protect against mild disease;
e.g., a cough, or chills and fever. Not severe disease. [2]

The CDC new Cape Cod study of vaccinated people has caused a
firestorm among “the experts.” A member of the White House
coronavirus coffee klatch, Ben Wakana, is claiming only a very
small percentage of vaccinated people (who are infected with
the virus) can transmit it to others.

RT: “[However] the CDC study noted that similarly high viral



loads  were  found  in  vaccinated  and  unvaccinated  people.
Walensky [head of the CDC] stated on Friday that ‘high viral
loads suggest an increased risk of transmission’ and raised
concern  that  ‘vaccinated  people  infected  with  Delta  can
transmit the virus’.”

RT: [But] “The study itself is less alarmist, stating that
‘microbiological  studies  are  required  to  confirm  these
findings’ [that vaccinated people who are infected can spread
the virus.]”

Well, if the vaccinated and unvaccinated both have high loads
of the virus, why wouldn’t vaccinated people spread the virus
easily to others? Is there some magic set of walls in the
vaccine that keeps the virus locked up inside the body?

And  there  you  have  it,  the  latest  revelations  about  the
vaccine, the virus, the Delta Variant, viral transmission, and
the attempt to cover up the whole business up after it’s gone
public.

The next time someone tells you it’s the duty of all Americans
to take the shot in the arm, say, “Of course you’ve heard
about the new Cape Cod study, right?”

“What? What’s that? Codfish are filled with toxic mercury?
They’re dying because of global warming?”

“No. Lots of vaccinated people still have the killer virus in
their bodies. And it’s alive. And it spreads from person to
person.”

“That can’t be true. Dr. Fauci didn’t say that.”

“Well, he was on vacation when the study came out. Inside
sources say he’s dumbfounded. Fully vaccinated people have
loads and loads of the virus still in their bodies. They’re
walking time bombs. That’s why we have to wear masks, even
after we get the shot.”



“Do we have to wear masks while we’re in the bathroom? While
we’re having sex?”

“Absolutely.  Two  masks  while  you’re  having  sex.  And  no
kissing, even through the masks. No talking, either. Talking
can spread the virus.”

“I didn’t know that.”

“Hey, I’m risking my life right now talking to you. But I’m
willing to take the risk, for all of humanity.”

“I appreciate that. But what do we do? Do we get vaccinated
again?”

“That won’t help. Just wear the mask. Shut up. Stay indoors.
In another few years, the doctors might have an answer.”

And that concludes today’s episode of The Wild and Wacky World
of COVID, where the fake virus is real, there is a Delta
Variant, and the vaccine makes sense. These lies are brought
to you by Force the Vaccine into Every Arm Everywhere, a non-
profit  organization  funded  by  Lunatics  on  the  March,  a
subsidiary of Corporate Cowards Folding Up under Pressure from
the White House.
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